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CHAPTJ1n I. 
INTRODUCTI ON 
CHAPTER I 
INTRODUC'I'ION 
A. Justification. 
For many years a stagnant diagnosis has been offered 
for a delay in thG acquisition and development of acceptable 
, e.nd comprehensible speech. It was thought that mental 
deficiency or organic causation could solely account for 
this obstruction to speech. For some time these explana-
tions were satisfactory and the authorities did not dispute 
their reliability. 
\ I 
As a consequence, the research pertain-
ing to delayed speech is at a minimum, i.e., in comparison 
to other areas of speech. 
At the present time there is much controversy among 
speech specialists as to what actually causes or contributes 
to delayed speech. The above mental deficiency or organic 
causes fail to account for delayed speech with children who 
do not fit into these classifications. 
Authorities state that the speech function is but a 
product of the individual's behavior and that to unde.rstand v ' ___ ) 
hiB speech we must understand him with all his complexities. 
One can not analyze, comprehend, evaluate or predict what 
the child will do without a knowledge of his environment, 
associ&tes, treatment and experiences. 
:1 
• 
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It is \·ri th the home environment that t his study is 
primarily concerned. This study will attempt to determine if 
the relationship between the parents and child is closely 
associ a ted with and highly influential to the development of 
the child's speech, personality, and general growth. 
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B. Purpose 
It shall be the purpose of this investigation to: 
1) review the literature regarding theories and hypo-
thesis that have been propounded -- pertaining to the factors 
that have been found to· play a dominant role in causing 
delayed speech; 
2) sugge'st methods of scrutinizing family relationships 
and discovering the multitudinous factors that effect delayed 
speech. 
J 
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C. Definition 
Prior to the presentation of s tudies related to delayed 
speech, it may be well to underst and what the term "delayed 
speech" signifies. U 
Berry and Eisenson offer an elaborate definition of 
delayed •speech that appears to be in accordance with such 
authorities a s West, Johnson, Van Riper and Backus and 
Beasley. 
It is sta ted by Berry and Eisenson that: 
"A child may be said to be delayed in speech ·when 
the manner or content of his language usage is signifi-
cantly below the norm for children of hi s age. The child 
who continues to relcf.y almost entirely upon gestures 
\·rhen he should be using oral 'lvords is delayed in speech. 
So also is the child who uses ora l word s, but in so 
mutilated and distorted a fashion that few people can 
understand him. We also consider that child delayed in 
speech whose vocabulary, from the point of view of 
number and types of vmrds used varies s i gnificantly, and 
undesirably, from the norms of his age. Delayed speech, 
then, is a matter of manner, quality and quantity of 
performance. The manner must deviate from the conven-
tional one of using words orally as the basic method of 
reacting to and getting respon se s from persons in the 
child's env~ronment. The words produced must vary enough 
from the conventional oral word to make comprehension 
difficult, and the number -of words used must be 
appreciably below par, when a given child is compared 
with others of his age. 11 
y Berry, lVIildred F. and Eisenson, Jon, The Defective in 
Speech, Appleton-Century-Crofts, Inc., New York, pp. 270-271 1 
1942. . 
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CHAPTER II 
ANALYS I S AND I NTERPR:B."'T ATI ON OF LI TERATURE ON DELAYED SPEECH 
A. Causative Factors in Delayed Speech 
Considering some of the earlier studies conducted on 
delayed speech, Green and Wells recognized the following 
contributing . factors: 1) retarded mental development, 2) l a ck 
of aggressiveness ' to denote vmrds, 3) t he result of too little 
care and attention, 4) too protracted periods of sickness 
during the developmental age of speech, and 5) negativistic 
tendencies found in atypica l children.1/ 
Some of the e arly s tudies of speech retardation centered 
around a particular area. For example, Hil l yer (1930) con-
cerned herself with the influence of speaking to the ch ild 
with "baby t a lk" a s contributing to delayed speech. She 
reported, "Talking 'baby talk' to a three year old is like 
talking 'pidgin English' to a Chinaman, but what is v-rorse, it 
gives an incorrect model for the child and thus prolongs the 
time he will t ake to speak correctly''.?) 
Travis, in his earlier work s (1931), offered the 
I/ Green, Jame s s. and Wells, Emilie, The Cause and Cu~e of 
Speech Disorders, New York, The Macmillan Co., 1927, p. 17. 
?/ Hillyer, V. M., Child Training: A system of Educ a tion for 
the Child under School Age, 2nd Edition, Review, Ne\'t York: 
The Century Co., 1930, p. 102. 
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following causes of delayed speech: 1) mental deficiency, 
2) faulty training , 3) lack of speech and sound discrimination,_ 
4) hearing defects, 5) inferior motor coordination, 6) temper~ 
amental peculiarities, and 7) organi c pathologies or 
anomalies. He also realized the effect of emotion on speech I 
and postulated that all parts of a person involved in speech 
must work in synchroniza tion. The result of interference of 
any part will evoke the production of poor speech standards.11v 
It is interesting to note the works of Twitmayer and 
Nathanson (1932) who report mostly ·organic causes for delayed 
speech, but are aware of a missing factor. As causes of an 
inability to produce articulate sounds ·necessary for normal 
speech t hey present: 1) de afness , 2) amentia, 3) brain 
injury 4) anatomical or functional anomalies of speech organs, 
d 5) ti . gj an nega v1sm. These authorities admi t the inability 
to offer a cause when developmental structure and history 
are similar. 
Stinchfield was also dissatisfied with the causes offered 
for delayed speech (1933). She felt that there existed an 
obscure psychic explana tion wi t h no physiological basis. 
Although she did not point to a particular area, the home and 
1/ Travis, Lee, Speech Patholohy, New York: D. Appleton 
Century Co., Inc., 1931, pp. 210-226. 
gj Twitmayer, Edwin and Nat hanson, Yale, Co~rection of 
Defective Speech, Philadelphia: Blakiston 1 s Son and Co., 
Inc., 1932, pp. l- 4. 
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the family situation were offered as a possible direction in 
which to pursue further information. She stated that the X 
home situation might reveal that negative reactions to speech 
stimuli may be due to environmenta l factors which have 
fostered a natural slowness in learning to talk.11 ·1 
As one continues to analyze the literature pertaining to 
speech, a trend toward the understanding of the whole indivi-
dual is revealed. In 1934 Mary Fisher, while working with 
preschool children, attempted to look "behind" the child's 
speech for meaning other than what was obviously audible. 
She discovered that functional patterns inherent in the struc-
ture of language revea l much about the child's interests and 
desires. Also she realized that this information could be of 
value in terms of speech and psychotherapy. Observations 
offered some interesting facts which aided to evaluate and 
predict the individual's behavior. For example, she s aw the 
preschool child as a confirmed egotist, extremely sociable. 
His needs are s a tisfied by talking to people and telling about 
what he is doing. Gradually he grows older and talks more 
about other people. It may be noted that he doesn't minimize 
the talk about himself, but speaks less about objects. His 
interests in others closely parallels an increase in number 
of commands issued and the number of questions a sked. 11 The 
constancy of the coefficient of e gocentricity will be of 
1/ Stinchfield, s. Speech Disorders, New York, Harcourt Brace 
and Co., 1933, p. 44. 
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, extreme value when dealing with the preschool child. 11 ;V 
Somewhat similar to the above study (since both are c 
niza.nt of the child a8 a person meeting many encumbrances 
reacting in accordance with his individuality) is research 
cond~cted by Lewis (1936) in which the emotional effect up on 
/ 
the infant and his earliest speech experiences is stressed. -
The pleasantness and unpleasantness of the adult 1 s voice and 
facial expression are considered important. Cares ses, and 
the extent to which bodily needs are satisfied are also men-
tioned. ?J LlkevJise, Brown (1936) · contributed emotional 
instability as a cause of delayed speech. The emotional and 
social satisfaction of the child is all imnortant for an 
~ ' 
integrated personality and normal devel opment of speech.1/ 
Van Riper noted . the child \vith delayed speech to lack 
intelligible, fluid speech and to eL~ibit gestures as a 
substitute. It is reported that these gestures serve the 
individual's need, hence he has no necessity for speech. He 
also noted the child with delayed speech to have considerable 
vocalizations. However, these were distorted and bizarre. On~ 
might thinlc of speech being present, but not commensurate 
1/ Fisher, Mary, 11 La.nguage Patterns of Preschool Children, 11 
Child Development Monographs, No. 15, Ne\'1 York City, Teacher 
College, Columbia University, 1934, p. 85. 
£1 Lewis, M., Infant Speech, London: Paul Trench, Truber 
and Co., 1936, p . 49. 
JJ Brov-m, Frederick 11., 11 Baby Ta.llcers 11 , Proceedings of the 
A.S.C.A., XI, 1936, pp . 197-208. 
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with t he i ndi v i dual' s chronolo3 i c al age. Cons i dering t he 
history of the retarded speaker, it was revealAd that many 
case s exh i b ited early speech with loss of ability after 
illness, accident or emotional shock. Any interferen ce such 
R.s shoc k or sickness during the e arly learning period is said 
to hamper development in spee ch progress.l/ ' 
As cause s for the above mentioned observation s, Van Riper 
goes on to mention the followin g . "Low ment ality" may very 
well account for delayed speech. Si n ce the individual is 
functioning at a lov.1er level than the 11norma l 11 person, he 
does not possess t h e mental e quipment with which to acquire 
ade quate speech. "Deafne s s" is another offered cause of 
speech retarde.tion. The child who is deaf or hard-of-hearing 
is s a i d to be delayed in speech because of hi s ret ardation in 
the comprehension of speech. Becau se he cannot hear sounds 
he cannot form them in imita tion, therefore speech may be 
severely distorted. "Poor coordina tion, i.e., disease or r 
paralysis" has a l s o been found to retard spee ch. The child 
who is afflicted with f aulty coordi nation i s prevented from 
effectively organi zing his speech mu s culature into intelli-
gible usable language. nProlonged illness", as was pointed 
out above, may hamper t he ch ild's speech tremendously. 11No 
necessity or motiva tion for speech" adds one mor e 
1/ Van Riper, Charles, Speech Correction, Principle s and 
Methods! Prentice-Hall Inc., New York , 1947, pp . 100-101. 
----------
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contribution to delayed speech. Van Riper also offers 
11 Improper_ teaching methods by parents" as cause for late 
speech development. Rushing the child to speak prior to a ;( 
readiness for speech ~ay be inserted here. In general, 
teach ing methods that cause apprehension or excess attention 
to speech are stated to be detrimental. As a relatively 
infrequent cause of delayed speech Van Riper also includes 
"Shift of handedness". There may be tension built up by 
interfering with the child's dominant hemisphere. 
"Bi lingualism" is presented as another possible cause of 
delayed speech. If the native language is spoken in the home 
and another language outside the home, the child is said to 
pos s ibly experience inhibition. In one situation the child 
may meet one language almost exclusively until he r eaches 
school age and then be called upon to acquire a new language. 
In another situation, he may be confronted with t\vo languages 
from the start. Theoretically we may say, if a child is 
called upon to acquire two different languages at the same 
time, he should make slower progress in each than he would 
make if he were learning only one. "Shock during speaking" 
is offered as a nother cause for epeech retardation. It is 
noted t hat the individual may exper ience trauma which will 
leave him temporarily nspeechless". 
As another cause of spee ch loss, Van Riper mentions 
"emotional conflict". Speech conflicts which have been 
10 
found to produce speech loss are: forcing the child to speak 
when he feels incapable of doing so successfully; speech 
standards in the home which are toohigh; continual repres-
sion at horne or in school; deprivation of attention (or over-
attention); and the child 1 s feelings that he is being subjec-
ted to unreasonable compulsion. "Another cause of delayed 
speech seems to be an inability on the part of the child to 
r etain sequences of sounds. 11 This au tb.ori ty noted children 
to repeat sounds of v-:ords immediately after they vvere pro-
nounoed. However, they were unable to retain these sounds 
for more than a few seconds. The final cause presented is 
aphasia. 
a severe 
Aphasia is p ointed out t; o be usually the result 
birth injur y or an injury to thehhead.l/ 
Bangs compares the child with delayed speech with the 
of 
hard of hearing person. The inflectional pattern of the 
f ormer is not that of the seriously hard of hearing child. 
As causes, he states the following: 1) motivation, 2) heari 
J) intelligence, 4) organic reasons, 5) emotional shock, 
and 6) bre.in injury.Y 
A slightly different approach to the cause of delayed 
speech is evidenced by Berry and Eisenson. T~eir conclusions 
are not based on the parental relationships . They present 
1/ Op. cit., pp . 101-112. 
y Bangs, J. 11 Speech Retar:ia.tion 11 , Western Speech, XIV, No. 
January, 1950, pp. 7-9. 
1.1. 
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these causes: 1) laziness, 2) tonsils, i.e., inflammati9n 
of, 3) motor ability, 4) fevers in infancy, 5) deficiencies 
in neural centers, 6) delayed physical development, 7) glan-
dular defficiency, 8) hearing , 9.) st.ort auditory memory span, 
10) noor sense of rhythm, and ll} imitation.Y 
A study closely related to the present investigation 
is the work compiled by Harsh and Schricknel. They state 
t hat the main hampering agent to a child ·~1ith delayed speech 
is a t hwarted or disturbed personality. The child's inabi-
lity to acquire speech commensurate t.vith his chronological 
age is st~ted to be partially a result of causes evoked by 
the child and p&:L"ent relationship. For example, the parents 
may i gnore the child, h ence actively discouraging the verba-
lizations. If the child has no one tvith whom to s.."lare or 
relate his experiences i ·t; is repor·ted that he will not have 
a need to spealt . Then too the child may have hos till ty 
toward his parents. In the case of the over-protected child, 
he may iearn that if he expresses his own interests and 
impulses he V.iill probably be rejected by his parents. As a 
rule the child is dependent upon the parents ' approval. He 
becomes a 11 model child 11 of obedience and submission. But 
underlying his 11 model child 11 demeanor and his continual self 
effacement is a deep feeling of rejection, accompanied by an 
i/ Op. cit., pp . 70-?6. 
12 
unconscious feeling of hostility against a world which he 
feels is repressing him. Harsh also includes fear of I 
punishment as a factor thw·arting personality and delaying 1: 
,, speech. It was found that this emotional behavior, charac- 1 
terized by a feeling tone of unpleasantness, effects the 
child's speech, especially if he is anxious and apprehensive ' 
about mkking errors in speech.Y 
Some of the common causes are presented by Backus. 
This authority indicates 1) st r uctural defects, 2) neuro-
' logical injuries, 3) physical illness in infancy, 4) defec-
tive hearing , 5) short auditory memory span, 6) lack of 
coordination, 7) hereditary \'\Teakness, 8) imitation, and 
9) chance conditioning.~ 
Parker divides the causes of delayed speech into two 
categories, physical and environmental. Under the former he 
includes aphasia, hard of hearing and inadequate muscular 
coordination. The environmental factors are psychological in 
origin and. indicate the present trend tov-Js,rd. studying speech 
1/ Harsh and Shrlcknel, Personality Development and 
1 Assessment, New York, The Ronald Press Co., 1950, pp. 53-55. 11 
!1 · £1 Backus, Ollie, Speech in Education, New York: 
Green Co., 1943, pp. 133-136. 
I 
'I Longmans, 
13 
... 
retardation. Over-attentive a.nd over-protective parents are 
offered as an important factor. This type of environment is 
noted to demand little or no speech. Perfectionism in the 
home is another cause. It is indicated tbat people who are 
perfectionists are usually demanding. In the case of a child 
the demands were found to usually center around eating, 
dressing and sleeping. Considering negative· training as a 
cause for delayed s~eech, Parker states that negative meas-
ures, i.e., threatening the child, evokes insecurity and fear. 
The child feels that something is directly wrong with him. 
Another offered cause is the sibling relationship. This 
problem is self-explanatory and usually results in discord 
amongst children. It may be added, however, that this 
authority finds there is a tendency to favor the child who 
offers the least amount of difficulty or inconvenience to the 
parents. Malingering, although not often the case, deserves 
mention. As the author points out, it is not a true case of 
delayed speech. He says that constant demands for the child 
to speak may evoke an opposite action. An emotional shock, 
i.e., a death of a parent or a traumatic experience, will 
sometimes leave the child speechless. Poor speech standards 
and bi-lingualism are other causative factors. If the child 
has no model upon which he can construct good speech he is 
functioning under adverse conditions. He cannot be expected 
to produce something better than that which he perceives. 
j_4_ 
Then too, if the child is caught between two languages he is 
likely to be inhibited in certain situations. It should be 
understood that other factors prevail with bilingualism. The 
known confliction of ideas of the foreign as cont ra sted to 
the native born parents may evoke much difficulty.!! 
Hurlock has centered many ,of her studies around the 
understanding of child development. Aside from the child 
comprehending the speech of others, acquiring a vocabulary 
and ability to pronounce and also the ability to combine 
\vOrds and sentences, she states that the child ha.s needs \vhich 
act as an incentive to speak. Note the relationship of these-
needs in terms of the child within his family environment. 
First, he must have the need to secure information. He must 
want to know about his friends, his environment and his self. 
The child also has a need for social relationships. This 
interaction affords a waalth of experience (verbal and social) 
which is imperative for speech. Thirdly, the child must have 
a need to give commands and express wants. The final need is 
y that of expressing thoughts and ideas. As we shall see in 
other studies, the need for the young child to relate his 
experiences (as found true with adults) is a vital factor. 
y Parker, William R., Patho.logy of Speech, New York, 
Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1951, p. 172. 
gj Hurlock, Elizabeth B., Child Development, New York, McGraw 
Hill Book Co., Inc., 1942, pp. 183-185. 
i 5 
It has been noted that among the causative factors of 
delayed speech are psychological factors. It is with these 
psychological factors that this investigation is primarily 
concerned. 
It is thought that the psychological factors stemming 
from child-parent relationship effect the child 1 s development 
in speech. To enable us to understand the behavior of the 
child as it is affected by the actions of his parents, the 
follovJing studies on child behavior are su·mrnari:z.ed. 
i 6 
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B. Literature on Child Behavior 
It shall be the purpose of this section to attempt to 
bring forth studies that will substantiate the fact that the 
child's development is largely a resultant of the relationship 
with his parents. It is this relationship that is t..I-J.ought to 
be highly influential in speech. 
Burks, (1928) recognized the need for studies to analyze 
the relationship of the home environment to social adjustment 
and behavior of the child. He seemed to be especially inter-
ested in the specific elements of the home and school environ-
ment as differentiated from the general excellence of either.!! 
During the same year the concept of 11 ego" was being 
e~oounded upon. The reference was to the individual's 
conception of himself. Chadwick was thinking about the 
personal development of the ego. The history of the ego's 
development was said to be the history of the ego in relation 
to its environment. The child was analyzed in terms of how he 
fit into his family and ho""1 he reacted to the rules and regu-
lations confronting him. The author noted many differences in 
the child's reactions. These were accounted for by the lack 
of respect on the part of the adult to"torard the young human 
being as an individual.g; 
1/Burks, B., "statistical Hazards in Nature-Nuture Investiga-
tionsu, Twenty-Seventh Yearbook of the National Soc . for the 
Study of Ed., Part 2, 1928, p. 29. 
gj Chadwick, M. Difficulties in Child Development, New York, 
John Day Go~ , 1928, p. 33. 
~ 
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Pearson, studying the early factors in the formation of 
personality forcefully stressed the fact that "Parental 
attitudes are extremely important and influential 11 ):! 
During the early thirties psychologists, sociologists, 
etc., were observing the child within his en tire social en-
vironment. Susan Isaac:s fervently pointed to\'rard the child 1 s 
social surroundings as a determinant for adequate development. 
It was advocated that the parents and adults who make up the 
child's social world should represent to him a stable and 
ordered world of values. A few years later Murphy (also 
interested in the social aspects of behavior) commented, 
"Traits do not exist within the child, but exist only in the 
relation between child ahd his social surroundings 11 • .11 
Baruch, cognizant of the psychological factors which may 
prevail prior to entering the school situation, conducted a 
study centered around home tensions. He was primarily inter-
ested in the relations of behavior problems in pre-school 
children to tensions within 'the home. Behavior maladjustments 
observed in the children correlated highly with the family 
1J Pearson, G. H., 11 Early Factor's in the Formation of Person-
ality", American Jour. of Orthopsychiatry, I, 193l,pp. 284-291. 
/v Isaacs, Susan, The Social Develo!flll!lnt or Young Children, 
New York, Harcourt Brace, 1933, p. 21: 
JJ Murptl_y, L. B. and Murphy, G., uThe Influence of Social 
Situations upon the Behavior of Children 11 , Handbook of Social 
Psychology, ed. C. Murchison, Worcester, l-1ass., Clark Univer-
sity, 1935, p. 109. 
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tensions over sex as well as 't'Ti th attempts on the part of the 
parents to prolong or compensate for roles they had performed 
and inadequate attitudes instilled in them at an earlier time. 
Wirth feels that whether the individual is studied by a 
speech correctionist, psychologist or psychiatrist, this 
personality they strive to understand cannot be viewed as an 
isolated factor. 11 Persona.li ty turns out to be culturally 
molded instead of an unadulterated product of physiological 
proce.sses 11 • Considering the marked differentiation of personal 
behavior within the matrix of a culture there is a need to 
knov.J the individual and group relationship, plus an under-
standing of the highly variegated associations in which he 
participates . 
y 
Morris administered the Rorschach Pei.""Bonali ty Test to 
forty-six subjects diagnosed as primary behavior disorder 
problems, and to both their parents. It was found that 
parents were similar to patients on fLfteen of the twenty 
variables. The report was that, 11 Greater pathology in the 
children was due to a cumulative reinforcement effect in the 
personality development of children by parents possessing 
;!} Baruch, D. W., 11 A Study of Reported Tension in Inter-
parental Relationshins as Coexistent with Behavior Adjustment 
in Young Children", Jour. of Experimental Ed., VI, 1937, 
pp. 187-208. 
V Wirth, L., Social Interaction, ur.Phe Problem of the 
Individual and the Group 11 , American Jour. of Socio~, XLIV, 
1939, p. 973. 
j_9 
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pathological personality traits to varying degrees.ll 
Jackson conducted an interesting study wherein she 
tested ~ neurotic, a delinquent and a normal child. Her 
results revealed the existence of seriously disturbed emo-
tional relationships in the families of the delinquent and 
the neurotic, whereas no such disturbance appeared to exist 
in the families of the normal.6/ 
Recent research considering child parent relationships 
have tended to observe the mother as a stronger influence 
than the father. Bowlby feels that the development of a 
child's character has been shown to depend essentially upon 
the relationship with the mother in the early years. 
A maternal relationship is advocated for physical, 
intellectual, emotional and social growth. If the child 
experiences "maternal deprivation" he II\ay well be retarded in 
the above mentioned areas. The ill effects may be quite 
extensive and continue through adult life. Deprivation in 
the first, second and third ye ars of life impair both ego 
and super ego development.J! 
V Morris, Woodrow W. and Alma N.,"Intrafamilial Personality 
Configurations among Children with Primary Behavior Disorders 
and their Parents: A Rorschach Investigation 11 , Jour. Clinical 
Psychology, 1950, 6, pp. 309-319. 
g/ Jackson, Lydia, "Emotional Attitudes Toward the Family of 
Normal , Neurotic and Delinquent Children", Part II, Brit. 
Jour. of Psychology, 1950, 41, pp . 173-185. 
':2J Bowlby, John, "Maternal Care and !-!ental Health," Bull. 
World Health ~rg., 1951, 3, pp. 355-533. 
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The child's closeness to h is mother cannot be suff i c ient-
ly stre ssed. Phillips gathered an enormou s a mount of d ata 
pertaining to bo t h child and parent. · Fifty-two cases were 
,. utilized in thi s study which reve a led a good dea l of commu-
1 nality between the symptoms of child and his parents, particu-
larly hi s mother. Often the main presenting problem of the 
chi l d reflected unsolved psychological problems of the 
parent. 
There are some clinicians who feel tha t child parent 
relationsh ips and sibling rel a tionships are di f ficult to deal 
with a s separ a te entities. To understand the vicissitudes 
of child development it is advoca ted tha t -..'ie under stand child 
development in t er ms of household or even broader confi~ura­
tions.Y 
Tilson listed fourteen problems of children in order of 
prevalence. These are 1) enure s is, 2) need for surgica l or 
' medical care, 3) negativism, 4) temper tantrums, 5) food 
problems, 6) emotiona l dependence upon adults, 7) poor 
nutrition, 8) speech problems, 9) restlessnes s , 10) too much 
attention fr9m adults, 11) too little opportunity to play 
with children, 12) thumb or finger sucking , 13) masturbation, 
and 14) fear.~ Many of these problems, if not all, will be 
II 
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]j Phillips , Lakin E. 11 Parent- Child Si milarities in Personality ! 
Di sturbances", Jour. of Clinica l Psychology, 1951, ?, pp . 188- 1 190. 
gj Tilson, Marie, Problems of Preschool Children, A Basis for 
Parental Ed., Tea chers Colle ge, Columbia Univ., Contributions 
to Ed., No. 356, New York, 1929. 
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1 noted to be s ymptoms of e motional malad jus tment as delayed 
\I 
II 
li 
spe e ch . may be. I 
Although many parents pos sess little insight into their 1\ 
child's difficulty, there appea rs to be a trend in recent ye a rs ll 
toward seeking information about child ca re and guidance. A 
study conducted over twenty years ago (Sto gdill, 1931) 
reviewed introverted and seclusive attitudes in children. 
These chi ldren were noticed to h ave been appraised far less 
serious by the parents than by a mental hygienist. Y 
[1 
,I 
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It is known that rejection plays an important role in the 
1 
V 
life of the child with delayed speech. Newell began work in 
thi s area in 1934. The child, according to this authority, II 
,j 
revealed certa in symptoms if rejected. It was concluded that i 
1 
sensitiveness to attention and getting satisfaction from seeing \ 
I 
1 
mother upset were both i ndices of rejection. He noted tb.at the I, 
I 
,· child's behavior revealed much ab out the actions of the 
I 
j, parents. At ·any rate, the rejected child lacks confidence and 
\1 may be pas s ively stubborn or shy and docile .Y 
Foresight is an indication of intelli gence and Dollard 
, (1935) e xpressed foresi ght upon presenting the term 11 anticipa-
' 
1 tory culture". He wa s referring to the mar r i a ge situa tion and 
1 attitudes of p a rents before the child's birth. His 
II 
1 -:::-g-r-"'::S~t-o_g.....,d~i:"'"'l=-1=--,--=R-. Ivl ., ''Parent a l Attitudes and Ment a l Hygiene 
' Standards", Mental Hygiene, XV, 1931, pp . 813-826. 
' 
1
1 2/ Newell, H. Yf ., "The Psych odynamics of 1•Iaternal Rejection", 
!American Jour. of Ortho~chiatry, IV, 193lt·, pp. 387-401. 
I, 
,, 
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contemporaries may have been reluctant to accept this postula-
tion , however, our present practical experience evidences the 
reliability of Dollard's contribution . Maybe he offered data 
to be thought over when saying that this "anticipatory culturet 
probably exerts more influence upon the child's per sonality 
than many other factors in his early life. The single situa-
tion of the unwanted child indica tes the importance of this 
period prior to the arrival of the infant. 
There are a few other . factors to be considered in this so 
called "anticipa tory culture". Dollard speaks of heredity, 
infection or any disease during the prenatal period . He 
include s psycho logica l, i.e., e motiona l problems also if the 
prenata l period is one of sadness, sickness, anxiety and in 
general, considerable stress. The mother's capacity for the 
acceptance of a child under these conditions is bound to be 
minimized .Y 
Another enlightening study conducted by Hathwick (1936) 
endeavoured to note the rela tionships between the preschool 
child 's behavior and certain factors in the home. Parental 
over- a ttentiveness (which prevails quite extensively within 
the environment of- the child with delayed speech} was found 
to be rela ted to infantile withdrawing behavi or in nursery 
school. The child who has had everyth ing done for him is 
1/ Dollard, J., "A Method f or t he Sociological Study of 
Infancy and Preschool Children", Jour. of Educationa~ Soc-
iolos y, I X, 1935 , pp. 88-97. 
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noted to withdraw. He cannot exert himself nor do that with 
1 which he is not familiar. This sort of ch ild expects the same 
att ention outside his home environment. Consequently when 
his wants and demands are not tended to he doe s not usua lly 
know how to enter into any activity and hence withdraws. The 
study also evidenced a rela tionsh i p between neglect in the home 1 
and a ggres s ivene s s at school. This sort of condition might be 
analyzed in terms of a lack of discipline or an inability of 
' the chi l d to express himself at home. If there are no rules 
or 11 lawsn to follow at home the child t ends to act according ly 
in school. Then too, a lack of devotion accompanies neglect. 
This leaves little or no channels for expre ssion. As a conse-
quence his outlet for thi s emotion is the school. The above 
clinician found that a calm , well order ed happy home was 
relate d to cooperation on the part of the child. 11 
The same year; as t he preceding studyJ Ne1trell discovered a 
few more f a cts about mat e r nal rejection. He observed that if 
• either or both parents' behavior was consistently hostile b oys 
became disobedient, rebellious, quarrelsome and otherltri se 
1 aggressive. However, when the fathe r was hostile, or either 
or both parents' behavior was inconsisten t, girls developed 
some ae;gre s si ve attitudes. Thus we are pre sen ted v<i th further 
knowledge about the individual's behavior plus the addit ive 
]) Hathwick, B. Vv ., "Inter relations between the Preschool 
Child 's Behav ior and Cert a in Factors in the Home", Child 
Development, VII, 1936, pp. 200-226. 
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sex difference.ll 
Considering the infant's needs, it was found that a close 
relationship offering affection was noted to be i mport ant. 
Frank stated t he child's deepest needs are "warm, personal, 
human rela tions , a ffectionate in interest, and opportunities 
to g ive and receive affection.Y 
Materna l over-protection has been reported to play an 
important role in contributing toward unhe a lthy ch ild parent 
relations. Levy's earlier works will serve as a jumping off 
point for a later discussion. To begin with, he found the 
1 effects of over-protection to be characterized by a prolonga~ 
tion of infantile care and by e xcessive contact between the 
mother and child. Mothers whose source of love was the child 
\'Jere usually noted to prol'ong infancy. Likewise, if other 
11 love 11 are a s were closed the emphasis was on t he child. The 
over-protective mother was older, as a rule, and presented an 
1 
unhappy childhood.J/ 
~ Symonds has added much to our collection of informa tion 
1 about child and parent. Some of his contributions wi ll be 
1/ Newell, H. Ttl ., "A Further Study of Maternal Rejection", 
American Jour. of Orthopsy chiatry, VI, 1936, pp. 576-589. 
2h Frank, L. K., "The Fundamenta l Needs of the Child," 
Mental Hygiene, XXII, 1938, p. 335. 
2/ Levy, D. M., "Materna l Overprotection tt, Psychiatry, I, 
' 1938, pp . 561-591. 
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presented here. We may note that he offered more symptoms of 
the rejected child than previously stated. He believed the 
i 
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I 
youngster who is rejected manifests the follOI'fing symptoms, Ji ./ 
I · II ' 1) aggressiveness, 2) rebelliousness, 3) being annoying in 
school, 4) feeling inferior, feeling persecuted, and 5) feelinJ j 
I 
resentment toward authority. These conditions were atated to i 
be caused by various forms of parental rejection. Rigid 
discipline, as was discussed previously, may be responsible. I 
The child may be deserted or evicted. The insecurity arising lj 
from force of being left alone is self-explanatory. Statements!~ 
about being unwanted were included as a cause of pa rental II 
rejection. It was not uncommon for a parent to convey the 
feeling of being unwanted. A~ the child interprets criticism 
in the light of h1B own experiences he was noted to easily 
confuse constructive criticism for rejection. Another form of 
parental rejection offered is that of unfavorably comparing 
the child with other children. This situation may evoke much 
frustration in the child.l/ 
Successful parent child relationships, i.e., the dealing s 
between parents and child which 1t1ill evoke a harmonious 
e nv ironment, are enumerated by Symonds . He states that the 
child needs a feeling of support and as surance which comes 
about mainly through direct physica l contact with the parents. 
I! 
II 
II 
1/ Symonds , P • M • , .:;T=-=h~e~P~S::.uYc...:C:::.::h:.=:o:=-l=o=gy,.z._-::O:..::f~P~a::.:r:.....:e::-:n~t=---7-C::.:h:.::i-=l:.::d::---=R.:.:e::...;l=.:a::.t;::..;l:::. . .=.o.:::n:.::s:.=.;h::.=i::.~:P~sl ~ 
Ne\'r York, Appleton-Century, Inc., 1939, Chapter 2. :1 
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I·· Fondling, caressing, these acts of endearment are props for 
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the mature love which will fo1low. The promptness and 
adequacy with 1t1hich the child's needs are met are said to 
I 
contribute a grea t deal toward the success of parent and child. 
bottle or one with "\vhich he Jl The infant who is g iven a l a te 
must struggle to obtain mi1k, \vill probably shm·,r signs of 
frustration. 
Symonds further stated tha t success betvJ·een parent and 
child also comes from moderate munificence of time, attention, 
toys and food. These areas, wheth er tangible a s foo d or 
obscure as time, enter into the role of satisfying the child's 
needs. The differentiation between devoting time to a child 
and including him in activities is offered. The former is 
important, however, it i mplies more of satisfying his needs. 
When child and parent become engaged in activity a sense of 
belonging is bui1t up in the child and a feeling of proud 
attachment with t he parent. Closely related to participating 
with t he child is t he indicating of pleasure in his activities 
and gro"\'lth. Thus an incentive is provided for future progress. ! 
This authority feels that the expressing of fondness directly 
to the child and within family and friend circles indic a tes 
to him that he is liked. The child may easily misinterpret 
I 
constructive criticism as a direct impingement upon his i 
ego or self and not the act in question. Ho"\<rever, recogni tion, l 
praise, and acknowledgment will not be likely to bring forth i 
I 
I 
i 
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any detri mental effects but will provide a more secure bond 
between parent and child. 11 
According to Bakwin and Bakwin , two noted pediatricians, 
the most s i gni f icant factor determining a ch ild's p ersona lity 
development are parental a ttitudes. The most corr@on paren t a l 
fault is s t a ted a s over-protectiveness.£1Realizing the 
import ance of ove r-prote ction to our present inves tiga tion, 
an a tte mpt i s made to under stand this condition with all its 
manifestations. 
Over-protection may be defined as an exces s ive prolonga-
tion of ch ildh ood dependency. As is pointed out in t he 
literature, t hi s situati on is u sually related to the mother 
(possib ly in other societies we vlOtlld find this different). 
Levy sta tes this condition may be recognized. by four ch ief 
s igns: 1) excessive contact between mother and chi ld, 
2) exces s ive extension of infantile care , 3) pr~vention of 
independent development by trial and error, and 4) inconsis-
tency in maternal control.J( 
Prior to noting the direct effect upon the ch ild, Ruch's 
discussion of how t h is condition gains e xistence seems 
app lic ab le. He states that many times there is prolonged 
1/ Ibid ., p. 151 
'?:./ Bakwin, R. and Bakwin, H., "Psychologic Care of the Pre-
School Child 11 , Jour. of Pediatrics. 
3./ levy, D. Ivl ., 11Maternal Overprotection, 11 
1938 , pp. 561-591. 
Psychiatry , I, 
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frustr a tion of the desire for a child. Possibly previous 
children have died or there has been long periods of sterility 
or spontaneous abortions. Th~se circumstances create a strong 
need for a child. The ,,roman consequently feels the need to 
keep t he child all to herself. She does not want the ch ild to 
become independent and \•ril l do all in her power to keep him 
fro m having rela tions with others. Ruch elaborates further, 
stating that over-protection may be caused by marital incompa-
tibility. A mother may over-empha s ize her role as a mother 
because she is not satisfied with her role as a wife. He has 
also found that .se xu a l maladjustments may enter into this 
c a tegory. Then again it may be attributed to disparity in the 
interests and social lives of wife and husband. If the wife 
does not enjoy the company of her husband, nor his interests 
and activities, she may resort to the child as the only 
available outlet for her affections and interests. Conversely, I! 
I 
we are told tha t a \voman "Iho shares a happy, sincere and affec- I 
tionate relationship "ri th her husband will not tur n all her 
emotional energy on the child. 
Ruch noticed maternal over-protection to point mainly 
to the mother. Her personal history reflected markedly upon 
her actions. Many times the mother's background vmuld reveal 
childhood deprivation of affection and responsibility. He 
felt their early shouldering of responsibility indicated 
clear evidence of blocked ambitions and frustr ated desires. 
Having never been taught to cope with early problem situations 
2 0 
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a continuation of this early inability to deal with situations 
was noted. It follows that they usually take out on their 
children their o:wn feelings of disappointment and frustrati on. 
Such 11 taking out 11 represents a form of aggression against the 
childre.n, and such mothers are gsnerally reported as women 1....rho 
have sho"m aggressive tendencies for some time in their life 
histories. From the discussion above one becomes aware of 
the fact that over-protection may superfi,ciall-y r-esemble love, 
\!)( ~ , ... ''-
but it i s actually a form of rejection.' 
Recent research emphasizes the need for satisfying the 
emotional need~ of children in a socially acceptable way. The 
conver se effect upon these needs is reported to be conducive 
to uabnormal 11 behavior. 'r:he psychological needs mentioned 
are as follows: 1) a sense of security, 2) a desire for 
growth and freedom, 3) a desire for concrete ideals embodied 
in the par ents, and 4) the need of the child for parents who 
~V 
are companionab~e. 
Closely allied to the above study, Thorpe and· Katz present 
threats "V'Jh ich interfere with the satisfaction of f'undamential 
psychol ogical needs of the individual. These ar~: 1) rejec-
, 
tion, 2) being abandoned, 3) punishme nt, 4) ~odily injury , 
5) disapproval , 6) non-satisfaction of.body needs, 7) blocked 
" ' goals, 8) feeling of being helpless, and 9) destruction. The 
.1/ Ruch, Floyd, Psychology and Life, Scott, Foresman and Co., 
Chic~go, Atl~1ta, Dallas, New York, 1948, p. 414. 
?J Noble, Ralph A., Abnormal Behavior in Children, Med. Pr., 
1951, 225 , pp. 287-290. 
!! I 
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child 1 s initial experiences in the home are those which ~~il 
determine his eventual outcome. The situations will 
influe nce his personal feelings and be the determining 
factor toward considering his position.ll 
A clearer picture of the importance of the family -and 
home is possible when noting a study of the institutionally 
reared child. Goldfarb studied the variations in adole s-
cent adjustment of institutionally reared children. He 
concluded that cold, isolated, depriving experiences during 
the first months of life hamper individual and social 
adjustment. The children w·ere noted to be impeded in 
normal development of personal security a nd independence. 
The clJ.ild:ren within the institution -vrere also noted to be 
lacking in a deep per·sonal reciprocating interest in other·s. 
Goldfa:r·b feels that a child who is continually deprived and 
isolated soon learns that he must care for himself and not 
regard others too much.f/ They learned to shift for them-
selves and as a consequence los t soms lessons • 
In a study of child development Thorpe prescribed a 
suitable and intelligently controlled environment as neces-
sary for rearing children. Aside from the previously men-
tioned affectional security it is advocated by this 
y Thorpe, and Katz, Psychology of Abnormal Behavior, New 
York, Ronald Press Co., 1948, p. 93. 
?J Goldfarb, W. 11 Variations in Adolescent Adjustment of 
~nst~~utionall~ Reared Child~~n", American Jour. of Ortho-
psycnlatry, XVII, 1947, pp. 449-457. 
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authority that the child should be provided with enough of the 
material good things of life to obviate the necessity of his 
indulging excessively in wishful day dreaming. Most important 
of all, the environment, in the form of an adequate home, 
provides the child with the fulfillment of his most fundamenta 
needs-- affectional security.!! 
In relation to the above study, Aldrich reports that a 
child growing in an environment which constantly obstructs 
the normal use of emerging abilities will tend to oppose those 
? 
who put pressure on him and become antagortistic or rebellious.~ 
Closely paralleling the causes of delayed speech are the 
proposed major parental attitudes leading to behavior problems 
in children. Tiegs and Katz conducted the study. According 
to these ~ental hygienists, the major parental attitudes 
leading to behavior problems in children are: 1) rejection, 
2) unfavorable comparisons between siblings or other children 
in regard to abilities, 3) teasing, 4) frequent evidences of 
d i.sapproval by scolding, nagging , scorn, ridicule, disgust, 
etc., 5} punishment by deprivation of privileges, corporal 
punishment, threats to bodily harm, and 6) attention, over-
protection, pampering without affording a chance to make 
decisions or assume responsibility.1' 
1f Thorpe, Louis P., Child Psychology and Development, New 
York, The Ronald Press Co., 1946, pp. 756-758. 
?J Aldrich, J. A. , 11 'rhe Pediatrician Views Personality", Ame r -
ican Journal of OrthOQSYchiatry, XVIII, 194?, pp. 571-583. 
Jl Tiegs, Ernest and Katz, Barney, Mental H*giene in Education, 
New York, The Ronald Press Co., 1941, pp. 3 3, J44. 
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The manner in which a child is to be instructed may be 
an important factor in his development. Birnbaum states that 
instruction offers new facts or new points of view of value 
only when there is an objective danger or a subjective need. 
The child may be noted to reject didactic instruction. The 
child is usually not ready to be taught for the sake of 
learning. His span of attention is short and there are many 
distractions, i.e., new toys, places, peole, etc., which all 
keep him pretty busy. Birnbaum states that analytical instruc-
tion, i.e., an attempt {on the part of the parents) to bring 
the child up to their reasoning level will usually place a 
strain on him. Between the didactic and the analytical he 
includes 11 irritating instruction11 • This is the type evidenced 
upon observing nagging or pestering. Instruction offered in 
this manner is stated to be quite annoying to the child.!/ 
The child 1 s reaction can be anticipated by apology, discussion, 
explanation or identification of the instructor with the child. 
One might ask how the young child will learn if he does not 
accept didactic instruction. Experience, contacts with other 
people, and our natural cultural environment are reported as 
important in learning interests and attitudes. Harris states 
that the early childhood years are especially significant 
because of the rapid growth and change which facilitates 
1/ Birnbaum, Ferdinand, Uber Belehrung, Int. Z, Individual 
Psy~~ology, 1949, 18, pp. 134-137. 
/ 
such learning.!/ 
In spite of the fact that jealousy was indirectly dis-
cussed previously, (i:.e., while speaking of unfavorably 
comparing one child with another) there are certain interesti 
related factors which are made clear by Ruch. According to 
this psychologist, jealousy is not, of course, confined to 
relationships between siblings in the same family, for fre-
quently a child will be jealous of one or both of his parents, 
as manifested by protests when the parents display affection 
for each other or share conversations or activities in which 
the child cannot join. Also, older children frequently 
suffer from jealousy in their relations with teachers and 
other adults outside the home and with their associates. 
Ruch reports, "Jealousy is usually evoked by the actions of 
the adults rather than by those of other children, except as 
the other child is the recipient of adult attention.~ 
Jersild views jealousy as a combination of anger and 
dejection that may cause considerable stress, especially if 
the parents have high expectations for their children. A 
parent's own zeal to surpass, to excel, to prove himself as 
an able, successful person is likely in many ways to permeate 
his relationships with his child. Jersild states, "It seems 
V Harris, Dale B., 11 How Children Learn Interests, Motives, 
and Attitudes", In Henry, N.B., 49th Yearbook N.S.S.E., 
Part 1, pp. 129-155. 
gj Ruch, Floyd, Psychology and Life, Scott, Foresman and 
Co., Chicago, Atlanta, Dallas, New York, 1948, p. 414. 
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reasonable to believe that jealous attitudes in children are 
influenced by competitive attitudes in parents 11 .V 
Backus and Beasley point out that: 11 How the child 
evaluate8 himself as a person ap pears to depend largely upon 
his perception of the evaluation that the si t?,nificant adul".:;s 
in his environment place upon himu. Also that, 11 lf the 
child 1 s needs for love, acceptance, approval, have not been 
sufficiently met, he develops a vision of himself as of 
little worth, unattractive and unlovable. 11Y 
Delayed speech, as--'\'lre- shall see ·1n the lat;ter portion 
.QL . ..th-is .chapter, is just one rnanifes ta tion of emotional 
maladjustment brought on by poor parent child relationships. 
The research sh ows that delayed speech is but one of the 
ne gative behavioral symptoms that may result from inadequate, 
unstable, unhealthy interaction between parent and child. e-/ 
1/ Jersild, Arthur, Ch ild Psychology, Prentice-Hall Inc., 
New York, 1947, p. 309. 
Y Backus, Ollie and Beasley, Jan1;1, Speech Thera~oy with 
Children, Houghton Mifflin Company, Boston, 1951. 
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C. Recent Experimental Studies in Delayed Speech. 
Recent studies pertaining to delayed speech, along with 
other areas of speech, have recognized the importance of the 
psychological factors as related to speech difficulty. These 
studies will be presented at this time. 
Study 1. 
A study entitled "Environmental Factors Differentiating 
Children of Advanced Speech Development from Those with 
Retarded Speech 11 was conducted by Dorothy Molyneaux. Her 
problem was to determine whether or not there were differen-
tiating factors discernible in the early development, home 
environment and activities of t~o groups of kindergarten-age 
childr en, comparable in chronological age, school p lacement 
and general health histor,r. These children were matched as 
closely as possible within the limitations of the study in 
regard to mental test scores, but differed greatly in regard 
to the level of articulatory efficiency and verbal langua ge 
ability which they had attained. 
The procedure employed is as follows: The two groups of 
"' 
children""included in the study were designated as group 11A11 
(subjects ~hp were selected from the kindergarten classes 
, . 
included in a :preliminary survey as being among the most 
\ 
advanced children in regard to verbal language development 
and articulatory proficiency) and group 11 B11 (subjects who 
·-
were selected as being among the most retarded of the children 
the subjects were tested. A·form questionnaire was used in 
the investigation and the plan of the parent-interviews. The 
experimenter obtained information regarding selected aspects 
of the early development, home environment, and activities of 
the children studied. The children's parentage and the 
attitudes which their parents held regarding child training 
and development, their relationships with members of the 
family household, their recreational facilities and activities, 
and their total reaction patterns to common childhood situa-
tiona and experiences were studied. 
The results of this study revealed the marked importance 
of parental attitudes and behavior in the creation of the 
child's early environment. The two groups were noted to 
differ significantly in regard to l) their attitudes toward 
the importance of languag.e training in the preschool years 
of childhood as demonstrated in their actual efforts to foster 
the development of linguistic skill, 2) their realization of 
the importance of parent-child companionship and cooperative 
activities, 3) the consistency and wisdom of their child 
training techniques, and 4) their estimate of their child's 
capacity for mature behavior. 
This study seems to substantiate the importance of 
parental assistance in speech training. The children of the 
advanced groups appeared to exhibit more extensive use of 
37 
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verbal expression in their solitary play. It may also be 
noted that the extent of parent-child companionship and 
cooperative activities was considerably and significantly 
greater among the parents and children of the verbally 
advanced group than among the members of the delayed group. 
It was further indicated that the parents of the superior 
children excelled the parents of the retarded children in 
regard to techniques of child training employed. This study 
also evidenced the fact that a significantly greater number 
of parents of the delayed group (sixteen as compared with 
four of the advanced group) were forty years of age or older. 
The author relates this finding to premise that over-protec-
tive mothers are usually much older than the average parent. 
In summary, it may be stated that research studied 
stresses the importance of parent-child relations in the 
early speech environment and the general developmental enviro 
ment. There is evidence to substantiate a close relationship 
between the interactions of parents and child. 
The conclusions of this investigation are as follows: 
ul) The cooperation of parents may be evoked in a 
research project if their child's welfare is in 
question. 
2) One may alter a questionnaire method to direct a 
personal interview. Essential information may be 
acquired in little time. 
3) Actual customary behavior in child-parent situations 
was more informative than a verbal response to a 
ilscale of parent opinion. 11 
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4) The parents of the verbally delayed group were 
cognizant of the fact that their child had some lin-
guistic difficulties, however, they 'tvere not aware of 
the present and future effect these deficiencies may 
have on the child's welfare. 
5) In the families studied, differences in socio-
economic status, parental occupational status, or 
parental educational status per se did not appear to 
insure or militate against the child's development of 
linguistic skill. 
6) A marked differentiation between the two groups 
studied was revealed in concern with amount of time 
spent and type of activity engaged in, the advanced 
group was superior in both these areas. 
7) Because the advanced group emphasized parent-child 
language activities in the home, it appears as if their 
children had the edge on the delayed group as far as 
factors to't<rard speech development were concerned. 
8) The sagacity and consistency of parent-child training 
techniques seemed to be greater in the homes of the 
advanced. 
9) It is felt by the investigator that the parents of 
the advanced group possess a greater appreciation of 
their child's capacity for mature behavior than did the 
parents of the delayed group. 
10) The fact that the parent was close to the child in 
every day experiences (companionship) appeared to 
encourage the child's aims toward self-sufficiency. 
This encouragement appeared to promote the child's 
development of maturity both in general and linguistic 
behavior." Y 
1/ Molyneaux, Dorothy M., "Environmental Factors Differentia-
ting Children of Advanced Speech Develcpment from those with 
Retarded Speechu, Unpublished Doctorate Dissertation, Stanford 
University, June 1949, p. 58-59. 
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Study 2. 
Wood conducted a study centering around child-parent 
relationships and speech entitled "Parental Mal adjustment 
and Functional Arti.culatory Defects in Children". He attemp-
ted to determine whether maladjustment and undesirable traits 
on the part of parents are significantly associated with the 
presence of functional articulatory defects in their children. 
Considering the procedure of this investigation it may 
be noted that it is mainly a study of fifty pairs of parents 
of speech defective children and not basically a study of 
the fifty children themsel'Vesr Parents \vere not included in 
this study if their child's articLliatory defect could be 
/ partially or wholly explainable by factors not related to 
imbalance in the home. In order to obtain an evalu~tion of 
the parents' traits and their adjustment, the Bernreuter 
Personality Inventory and the California Test of Personality 
were administered. In an effort to correiate family relation-
ships and home situations with the results of these tests 
case history data were compiled for each family. 
For the purpose of observing the comparison of the 
parents v-ri th their child, the latter were tested with the 
Pintner Aspects of Personality Test and the California Test 
of Personality. A few of the children were given the Murray 
Thematic Apperception Test for the purpose of gaining infor-
mation about their dominant drives, complexes and personality 
conflicts. The forty boys and ten girls studied (ages ranging 
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from five years and three months to fourteen years and one 
month) were carefully evaluated to definitely establish a 
defect in articulation. The tests used were combinations of 
the Stinchfield Articulation Test, the Bryngelson and Glaspey 
Speech Test and the diagnostic picture tests by Stoddard. 
After testing, an inventory sheet was constructed on which 
to record the articulation ability for each child for each 
sound. Finally two clinical groups were formed on the basis 
of paired neurotic tendency ratings of the mothers. A program 
of parental guidance was conducted with one group in addition 
to treatment of the children. Parental counselling was 
omitted completely in tne other group. The results were 
analyzed statistically to determine 't'Vhich group of children 
improved the greatest over a ten month period. 
The results of this investigation reveal the following: 
11 1) Maternal scores on the Bernreuter Inventory 
differed significantly from the test norms showing that 
the mothers of speech defective children as a group 
were more neurotic in tendency, more submissive, and 
more self-conscious. The scores of the fathers as a 
group did not differ significantly from the test norms. 
2) No correlation was found between the personality 
test scores o~ the children and those of their parents. 
3) Of the group of fifty speech defective children, 
72 per cent had at least one parent above the 60th 
percentile in neurotic tendency and 64 per cent had at 
least one parent above the 70th percentile. 
4) Maternal scores on the California Test of Personality 
differed significantly from the test norms, indicating 
that mothers were lower in self adjustment, social 
adjustment, thus agreeing in direction with the Bern-
reuter Inventory. Fathers were rated significantly 
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lower than the test norms in self-adjustment. 
5) Of the group of 50 speech defective children, 
86 oer cent had one or both parepts who were below 
the-35th percentile in self-adjustment, and 64 per cent 
had one or both parents who 1-:ere below the 35th percentil 
in social adjustment. 
6) Social standards of mothers were found to be very 
high in comparison with other adjustment scores. vlhen 
this is viewed in relation to the emotional instability 
of the maternal group, it appears probable that the 
speech defective children had imposed upon them a set 
of very high standards in an atmosphere of habitual 
emotional outbursts on the part of the parents. 
7) The speech defective children themselves did not 
differ significantly from the test norms in either the 
California Test of Personality or the Aspects of Person-
ality test. As a group they seemed better adjusted than 
did either the mothers or the fathers. 
8) The results of the Thematic Apperception Test admin-
istered to approximately half of the children shov;ed 
dynamisms suggesting a sense of frustration in 66 per 
cent of the cases, withdrawing tendencies in 65 per cent, 
and lack of affection in 30 per cent of the cases. 
Other elements suggested were anxiety-insecurity, lack of 
belongingness, lack of achievement, aggressiveness and 
hostility, and escape. Only three of the children tested 
exhibited no preponderance of unfavorable dynamisms. In 
most cases the TAT findings were supported by evidences 
from the case histories. 
9) Case history data, obtained for the most part from 
the mothers, revealed 13 salient factors in home environ-
ment which in themselves would militate against a satis-
factory emotional life for the child, or would predispose 
the parent to neglect and mishandle the child. The most 
freauent factors were lack of recreational outlet for 
the-parents, ignorance of child behavior problems, 
overly severe child discipline methods and defective 
home membership. 
10) When the mothers themselves were clinically treated 
for the purpose of alleviating their own problems and 
securing better adjustment for themselves their children 
improved more rapidly under a program of speech correc-
tion than did the children of those who were not so 
treated. 
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11) Finally we may say on the basis of this study that 
fUnctional articulatory defects of children are definite-
ly and significantly associated 'tvith maladjustment and 
undesirable traits on the part of the parents Md that 
such factors are usually maternally centered. 11 Y 
Study 3. 
Another study entitled "Environmental Factors Differen-
tiating Stuttering Children from Non-Stuttering Children 11 , 
although indirectly related to delayed speech, reveals the 
potent effect of environmental conditions on speech. 
The problem of this investigation (as stated by Moncur) 
was 11 to determine whether or not there v1ere differentiating 
factors in selected aspects of the environments of stuttering 
and non-stuttering children which might have been of etiolo-
gical significance in maladjustment in general and in stut-
tering specifically 11 • 
Considering the procedure of this study, the author first 
conducted an extensive survey of the literature concerning 
environmental factors which may have been etiologically sig-
... 
nificant in creating emotional disturbances in children. 
Proceeding this review of literature the investigation was 
organized into these main divisions: 1) a questionnaire was 
to be constructed, 2) subjects had to be selected, 3) the 
questionnaire had to be administered, and 4) the data obtained 
from parent interviews had to be tabulated and statistically 
v vlood, Kenneth Scott, "Parental Maladjustment and Functional I 
Articulatory Defects in Children 11 , Journal of Speech Disorders,jl 
Vol. II, December, 1946, pp. 255-275. . 
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interpreted. 
The author, desiring to include the important environ- . 
mental areas relating to the behavior of the child, divided 
the interview form into five main areas. These were: selec-
ted training areas, selected unfavorable environmental 
influences, the basic needs Of the child, speech development 
and environment, and the symptomatology of maladjustment. 
The completed form consisted of 330 questions. 
The group of stutterers was comprised of forty-two boys 
and six girls. Their ages ranged from five years and two 
months to eight years and two months. The group of non-
stutterers consisted of forty two boys and six girls ranging 
in age from five years and five months to seven years and 
eleven months. An attempt was made to match these children 
with a stuttering child according to age, sex, school place-
ment and residential locality. 
The mothers included in this study were int ervie\ved 
personally by the investigator. The length of the intervie't.YB 
varied from two to four hours. Considering the involvement 
of pair-matched groups a chi square test for correlated samples 
was used with the data. 
The results and conclusions of this investigation will 
be presented together. The reports obtained from the mothers 
reveal that all of the stuttering children exhibited several 
symptoms of maladjustment. It was stated that stutterers 
seem to display more symptoms of maladjustment than do 
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non-stuttere:cs. In fact they might display more than one 
sympt om, mainly in the areas of nervousness, problem behavior, 
enuresis and nightmares. 
Considering the selected training areas, it was evidenced 
that fifty-five per cent of all items investigat ed relating 
to discipline revealed a significant difference between the 
two groups . Sign ificantly more mothers of stutterers t.b..an 
mothers of non-stutterers admitted using harsh d isciplinary 
measures . Also significantly more mothers of stutterers than 
mothers of non-stutterers admitted inconsistent discinline 
·' 
measures. This sort of treatment is said to confuse the child. 
Significantly more mothers of the stuttering group than of 
the non-stutter...ng group reported that their husband 1 s disclp-
linary measures were n ot in accordance with their own. 
Concerning the eating habits and training as investigated 
in this study, no significant differences were revealed in 
the areas of breast feeding, use of special menus, eating 
rejected food at the next meal, or regularity in eating hours. 
Sleep habits and training -were studied and found to be signi-
ficEmtly different between the tv.Jo groups . It appears as if 
problem behavior and disciplinary action constituted the maj or 
points of diff erence. The findings concerned 1.vith toilet ani 
sex training were not considered a source of undue pressure 
in the children studied. 
I The writer investiga ted four unfavorable envir·onrnental 
1
1 influences among which was parental friction. Conflict with 
,, 
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relatives ¥ras noted to prevail in the lives of significantly 
more mothers in the stuttering group than in the non-stutter-
ing group. No differences were apparent between the two 
groups regarding parents sharing friends in common and con-
flict over friends. An analysis of the sibling relationships 
of the children revealed that more children in the stuttering 
group than in the non-stuttering group were dominated by a 
brother or sister, the children quarreled (more than normal) 
with siblings, and more unfav·orable comparisons were made by 
the parents. It was also noted that significantly more 
mothers of stutterers than mothers of non-stutterers stated 
that their child had to struggle to keep up to the high stan-
dards set by his family. No differentiation was indicated 
on questions concerning teaching the child to read and write 
before going to school, expecting more because of his size or 
emphasizing good grades. An investigation of illness or 
health problems in the family indicated that significantly 
more mothers of stutterers reported serious illness, accidents 
or health conditions which had affected the household than did 
the mothers of non-stutterers. No significant difference was. 
found between the two groups with reference to extra adults 
present in the family. The final unfavorable environmental 
factor studied was the broken home. Noting whether or not the 
home had been broken by a death, separation or divorce 
I 
revealed no significant differentiation between the two groups. 
A large portion of this study was devoted to specific 
questions regarding the speech development and environment of 
the children. It was indicated that significantly more 
mothers of stutterers than those of non-stutterers stated that 1
1 
they had frequently corrected their child 1 s speech. The former! 
group was also noted to have shamed or humiliated their child I 
for poor speech performance. Studies cone erne d with la terali t1 
did not reveal any significant difference between the two 
,, groups. 
The basic needs of the child were studied to determine 
if these needs were satisfied to a greater extent in either 
group and also to note the relationship between stuttering 
and a lack of fulfillment of these needs. Significantly more 
mothers of the group of non-stutterers reported a closely 
united family than mothers of the group of stutterers. Also 
significant was the fact that the former group shared more 
family experiences together, laughed a lot together, went on 
vacation~ together, went to shows together and listened to 
programs together. It was suggested tb~t the group of 
stutterers were not exposed to as many happy experiences. 
More stutterers than non-stutterers reported symptoms of 
anxiety. i;yith regard to material things, places lived, inse-
curity in the husband's work and the time spent with the child, 
no difference among the two groups was apparent. 
An investigation of the basic need for a healthy body, 
and good physique and appearance revealed that more mothers 
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of the group of stutterers stated their child as not having 
good coordination, had a normal birth, end had undergone a 
' severe emotional experience. The large sample, how·ever, indi-
cated no differences between the two groups, particularly 
those dealing with having physical defects or weakness, playing 
well for age, being large or small for age, being unduly con-
cerned when hurt, and the number and severity of childhood 
illnesses. 
The stutterers did not seem as well adjusted socially as 
the non-stutterers. Also the former group did not accept the 
conditions and realities of life. This group also revealed 
a greater degree of fulfillment of the need for feeling com-
petent. The two groups were approximately equal with regard 
to the basic need to experience curiosity and pleasure and to 
acquire active and varied interests. The final need to be 
discussed is that of being considered a developing personality 
It was found that more mothers of non-stutterers than of 
stutterers gave their child responsibility within the home and 
made this a definite routine. In spite of this no differences 
between the two groups were noted with respect to running 
errands of various kinds, going to shows alone, having allow-
ances and owning various kinds of equipment. 
In summarizing the above study the author offers the 
following: 
" . what parents and others often diagnose as 
stuttering in children are the exaggerated non-fluent 
1: 
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speech patterns of a frustrated and confused child 
overwhelmed by a wide variety of adverse environmental 
stimuli, and that these stimuli which also precipitate 
general emotional disturbances are the antecedent 
causal factors of the exaggerated interruptions in the 
child's speech flow, which a r e subsequently diagnosed 
and reacted to as stuttering. This evaluation and 
labeling of the child's speech pattern together with a 
continuation of the unfavor able environmental influences 
tend to fixate and perpetuate the syndrome or,stuttering 
as it is found in the older ch ild and adult.~ 
V Moncur, John Paul, 11 Environmental Factors Differentiating 
Stuttering Children from Non-Stuttering Children, 11 Speech 
Monographs, Vol. XVI I I, No. 4, November, 1951. 
I 
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D. Interpretation I 
The speech function is but one aspect of the individual's ' 
'I total reaction pattern to his environment. 
l 
Parental attitudes and practices are the main contribu-
ting cause of the child's emotional problems. Undesirable 
parental attitudes and practices reflect upon the child, his 
personality and his speech. These must be considered as an 
integral part of his personality. Such undesirable parental 
attitudes as disagreement of the parents on discipline, 
friction between parents 1 nagging and comparing the child 
unfavorably with others~ account for tensions that exist 
between parent and child. Moncur found in a recent study that 
11 these adverse child-parent relationships may not precipitate 
delayed speech, but rather serve as factors in creating emo-
tional instability in the child". These tensions may be 
caused by rejection and indifference toward the child or its 
reverse, i.e., overprotection and overindulgence. Rejection 
is known to play an important role in personality development 
and in delayed speech. The rejected child lacks confidence 
and thus may be passively stubborn or shy and docile. He may 
thus reflect his attitude in the non-acquisition of speech. 
On the other end of the continuum is overprotectiveness. This 
excessive prolongation of childhood dependency may result in 
't<Vithdre.wal on the part of the child and his lack of indepen-
dence of action to venture forth in speech. The overprotected 
or indulgent child may not talk when he is urged because it 
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is a manifestation of his resistance to authority which is 
characteristic of his restlessness and rebelliousness. He is 
negativistic and contrary in the face of the attempt s of his 
parents to motivate him in speech and persuade his imitation 
of sounds. 
Speech to the overprotected submissive child is an 
example of independent behavior and creative action which he 
can not embark upon for fear of losing his parents• love. 
This love is his only when he is completely dependent. 
Moncur put it well when saying that "undesirable measures 
of parental control are a contributing factor to emotional 
disturbances out of which delayed speech may develop 11 • 
Outside of parental attitudes the ideal environment for a 
child should consist of chances for the development of friend-
ships. The opportunity for socialization and the chance to 
verbalize, communicate and to express oneself, must be afforded 
the child. Most important of all, it is the home environment 
that extends the child the fulfillment of his most important 
needs, i.e., through his parents love. 
I t is the or.ganically heal thy child who is free of con-
flicts and feels secure and loving within his environment, 
who is most likely the one to develop efficient speech on a 
level with his intellectual capacity. 
I 
CF..APTER III. 
Sill~~ffiRY A1m CONCLUSIONS. 
CHAPTER III. 
SUMY~RY AND CONCLUSIONS. 
A. Summary. 
The thesis of this investiga tion has been that delayed 
speech is a result of multitudinous factors among which both 
organic and functional elements must be considered. The 
especial interest of this re search has been to indicate that 
the child 1 s development of personality in toto~ and speech in 
particular~ ~ay be largely a resultant of his relationships 
vlith his parents . \•Then organic factors are not contributax·y, 
consideration is given to the large part that child-parent 
relationships and home environment play on the social 
adjustment and behavior or the child. It must be remembered~ 
, ho•-vever, that psychological fact or·s may exist even 1.vhen an 
organic cause prevails. The literature continually 
reiterates how parental attitudes are extremely important in 
the f ormation of proper progressive speech qualities. 
It has been found that in order for the child to 
develop speech commensurate with his chronological age, it 
aids greatly that he be the product of healthy ~ stable~ and 
emotionally mature attitudes and judgments on the part of 
his parents. Considering organic factors to be unaffected, 
the child ' s personality and one of its most important 
5 2 
outcomes, speech, appears to be the result of successful 
parent-child relationships. 
It has also been found that parents and ad.ul ts \~ho rnal{e 
up the child 1 s world should represent a stable and well 
organized system of values. Behavior maladjustments of 
children were found to correlate highly with family tensions 
Underlying anxieties of parents '\'1ere noted to have been 
reflected in the neurotic and maladjusted behavior of their 
children. Speech may be one manifestation of this behavior. 
As has been pointed out in the res earch, del~yed 
speech is merely one symptom of an emotional maladjustment 
which has other obvious manifestations. 
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B. Conclusion 
As the literature emphasizes, one of the hampering 
a gents to a child with delayed speech is a thwarted or 
disturbed personality. 
The child 1 s inability to acquire speech commensurate 
,I II II 
'I with his chronological age may be largely a result of causes 
evoked through disturbed child and parent relationshius. It 
may be readily seen that 
II plc:..ying a part in delayed 
. nous causes as enumerated 
any etiological analysis of factors 
speech must consider the multi tudi-11 
II 
I 
in this investigation. A child ,' 
I with the substantial native endowment of a healthy b~dy and 
'I 
, normal intellectual potentiality who does not possess 
effective speech should have his background investigated 
for unstable emotional relations that may prevail in his 
interactions with his parents. 
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C. Suggestions for Future Research. 
Many suggestions for future research sug gest themselves, 
some of which may be mentioned here. 
1. There is need for a study of the differentiation 
between the attitudes and judgments of father and mother. 
2. Research should be pursued which centers around the 
assessment of the Parents' attitudes, history and 
practices toward the child's ~eech. 
3. Individual relationship studies should be under-
taken, comparing parental behavior with their early 
history, intellectual endowment, formal education, etc. 
The relationship may be noted along with the effect upon 
the child's speech. 
4. There is need for the construction of an informative 1 
compilation of literature for parents to be utilized as 
a preventative measure seeking adequate c.tlild-parent 
relationships for speech and healthy development. 
5. An extensive study should be conducted pertaining to 
the needs of the child which are important for proper 
speech development. 
6. Personality and behavior studies of a group of 
children with delayed speech a~ould be compared with a 
grmp of children with adequate speech. 
7. Personality and behavior studies should be conducted 
-v1i th a group of mothers of children with delayed speech 
as compared with a group of mothers of children with 
adequate speech. 
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